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MBWELL PMLY
ROSWELU NEW MEXICO, WEDNESDAY

VOLUME 4.

Our Ambulance Service is Prompt and Complete.
nia today In the basement of a building on Eighteenth avenue. The condition of two of the Injured is serious. But for the heroic work of the
rescuing parties, the death list would
be much larger. The fire melted the
coupling of an ammonia pipe connecting with a cold storage plant and
two firemen, who later died, were overcome. The others were overcome
in the effort to rescue them. The financial loss is small.

WITT WAS

JUSTIFIED
SAYS CORONER'S JURY, IN KILLING DRUNKEN MEXICAN.

WITNESSES

OWNERSHIP

WOULD HAVE THE
PATTERSON
GOVERNMENT OWN AND OPRAILROADS.
ERATE
THEIR SLEEP.

RURALES MURDERED
IN.

NEW

FOR GOV'T

San Antonio, Tex., Feb. 27. A dis
patch from Mazatlan, Mexico, says
that six rurales as they lay asleep in
the shelter of rocks in the vicinity of
Tepee, were butchered by the notorious bandit Enrique Chaves and his
band yesterday. The ranchmen and
farmers in the Tepee district are in
a state bordering on panic, as it is
rumored that Chaves has gathered
around him other men as Moody and
cruel as himself. Many efforts to capture Chaves in the last few months

FOUND

Three People Testified in a Manner
to Confirm the Story of the Night
Marshal, and the Jury of. Business
Men Was Not Long in Returning a
Verdict Injured Man Died Last have failed.
Night.

ARE MORE

A

ARROGANT

Steady

Increase in Government
Sentiment,
Ownership
Harriman
Again Refuses to Answer Questions
Commerce ComBefore Interstate
mission.

BOARD OF ARBITRATION
MEETS PUBLICLY
5
The board of arbitration in

cases meets
the
publicly at the court house to B
who 5 night to hear the case as pre- Ramon Gillen, the Mexican
was shot night before last by officer k5 sented by the different par- - 5
to the suits.
S
W. M. Witt while trying to arrest ? ties
him for drunkenness died at seven
o'clock last night and the body was
PROGRAMME.
taken to the Ullery undertaking room
to await an hiquest and to be preparOrchestra Thursday
Philharmonic
ed for burial.
Night, Feb. 28, at the New
This morning Judge A. J. Welter
Sheridan Block.
held aa inquest, having a jury of good
citizens, and the verdict was that Mr. Overture. (Ripley) Philharmonic Orchestra.
Witt was justifiable in killing the
Mexican. The verdict of the jury Vocal Solo, "Spring's Awakening."
(Hawley) Mrs. Edward ElHs.
was as follows:
We, the undersigned Justice of the Gallop, "The Jolly Trumpeters," (by
Gruenwald) Orchestra,
Peace and jury who sat upon the inquest held this the 27th day of Febru- Vocal Solo (a) "If I But Knew," (Wilson J. Smith); (b) "I Cannot Help
ary. 1907 on the body of Ramon GilLoving
Thee," (.Clayton Jones)
len, found in Precinct No. 1. Chaves
Mrs. W. S. Kilgour.
county, N. M., find that the deceased
came to his death by reason of a gun- Intermezzo, "Azaleas," (Hawthorne)
Orchestra.
shot wound from a gun or pistol in
the hands of M. W. Witt deputy mar- Concert Polka, Duet for Cornet and
Clarinet (Barnard) with Band Acshal of the city of Rogwell. when In
companiment.
duty,
performance
official
of his
the
INTERMISSION.
and we believe that M. W. Witt was
perfectly justifiable in shooting Ra- Concert Waltz (Bennet) Orchestra.
mon Gillen in defense of bis own per- Vocal Solo. "Waiting." (Millard) Mrs.
J. J. Williamson.
son from great bodily harm. This
"Persia." Oriental Intermezzo (DarnFeb. 27. 1907. (Signed)
ell, arr. by Lampo) Orchestra.
A. J. WELTER, J. P.
Trio for Violin, Flute and Piano. "La
HARRY CARMACK,
Serenata," (Schubert) Miss Eva
W. A. JOHNSON
Nelson, Mr. A. S. Trube and Mrs.
R. L. MILLER.
ditch-tilin- g

--

B. D. GARNER.

R. H. DANIEL,
J. B. KIPLING.
The story of the shooting, as told
toy Mr. Witt and published in yesterday's Record, made a plain case of
self defense on his part, and practically every one was willing to take
the officer's word (or it. It was supposed that no one was a witness to
the struggle of the two men and the
fining of the fatal shots, but at the
inquest this morning irt developed

that three persons, a white man, a
woman and a negro, each saw different parts of the fight or heard the

officer calling for help. Their evidence
confirmed the story of the officer, and
the jury was not long in returning

its verdict.

Washington, D. C, Feb. 27. Senator Patterson, of Colorado, addressing the senate today made a plea for
government ownership of railroads.
He predicted that such 'a condition
would be brought about within the
of the present members of
the senate, but said he did not anticipate speedy action in that direction.
The railroads, he declared, were grow
ing more arrogant each year, and as
he saw little or no relief in the new
rate law, government control of the
roads would supply the only remedy.
To show the value of his idea, Mr.
Patterson presented figures from 59
countries showing hte presence of
government ownership in some form,
and declared that there is a steady
increase of sentiment in that direction in the United States.
The American roads, 'he said, were
valued at between eleven and twelve
hundred million dollars. They could
be obtained by condemnation proceedings, the financial end being covered by mortgage (backed by the government guarantee.
Railroad Investigation.
life-tim-

e

New York. Feb. 27. E. H. Harriman was recalled
the Interstate
proceedings
Commerce Commission
today. He testified that the Union
Pacific purchased the St. Joseph &
Grand Island for $2,022,000. The witNelson.
property
Step, "Irish ness said that he owned the
Two
Characteristic
and sold it to the Union Pacific. Ob(Frantzen)
Hearts."
as to
Gypsy Intermezzo (E. T. Paul) Phil- jection was made to questions
when he bought the stock of the St.
harmonic Band.
Joseph and Grand Island and what
he paid for it, and the witness deTHE DENVER ROAD
MAKES CONVENTION RATE clined to answer. The Commission
ruled that he must answer, and there
Ft. Worth. Tex.. Feb. 23. 1907.
was the usual formal refusal. The
Committee on Transportation.
witness said that the New York Cen
Roswell, N. M.
Replying
Gentlemen:
further to tral stocks acquired by the Union
your favor of the 12th inst. asking for Pacific were bought in the open marround trip rates to Roswell for the ket. He declined to answer a question
meeting of the Panhandle Stockmen's as to whether he or any of his associates were interested in the sale at
1907.
Association. April
Being informed that the Pecos Sys- the time of the Union Pacific purtem "has named a rate of $5.00 for the chase.
Otto Kuhn. of Kuhn, Loeb & Co.,
round trip from Amarillo to Roswell.
we will take pleasure in selling tick- was the next witness. He said that
ets through on basis of one and one-fift- his firm purchased the Southern Pafares to Amarillo, added to $5.00 cific control, which afterwards passed
to the Union Pacific, but insisted that
thence to Roswell and return.
Tickets will be sold April 13th and It was not bought with the under14th with return limit of April 24th. standing that the Union Pacific would
On this basis. the through round trip take it, the only understanding berate from Ft. Worth to Roswell will ing that it was to be offered to the
U. P. He thought Hariri man was in
be $17.05.
will favor of the purchase, ibut took a risk
I hope these arrangements
prove altogether satisfactory to you, as to the other directors.
and that you will have a very sucCharged with Wife Murder.
cessful meeting. Yours truly.
Ozark, Mo., Feb. 25. The case oi
A. A. GLISSON.
Abraham L. Porter, charged with wife
Gea. Pass. Agt. Denver Road.
murder, will be tried here at the cirMiss Lillian Williams, who
has cuit court which opened today. Porbeen here for six months visiting left ter is a farmer living near here ami
yesterday for her home in Enid, O. T. is a steward of the Ozark Methodist
W. T. Cost en left yesterday for Por
16-1-

h

NEW COMMITTEES FOR THE
CATTLEMEN'S CONVENTION.
Two new committees were yester-

day appointed

for

the Cattlemen's

Convention:

Program and Advertising Committee. George E-- French, chairman. W.
S. KHgour and C. E. Mason; the Ladies' Reception Committee, Mrs. Geo.
M. Slaughter, chairman; Mrs. J. J.
Hagerman, rice chairman; Mesdames
J. P. White, James Sutherland, F. Divers, J. W. Rhea and Geo. T. Veal.
The latter committee will have
charge of the entertaining of the
wives, daughters and sweethearts of
the visiting cattlemen, and that there
will be no dull moments for them the
personnel of the committee assures. ta les after spending several days here
seeing the countryl He is from Pa- ragould, Arkansas.
SENTIMENT AT CARLSBAD.

Visitors from down the Valley today tiring report that a mass meeting
of citizens was held in Carlsbad" last
night, and joined In protesting against the continuation of gambling in
Carlsbad. Their protest was directed
to the town council with a request
that the evil be suppressed.
They also passed a resolution urging the legislature to pass an
bill. The sentiment at our
neighboring town Is said to be growing, the leaven of RosweU's example
having grown- and grown nntfl it Is
now resistless.' It is believed that the
town council will pass an
ordinance without waiting for
the legislature to met.

g

-

Mrs. M. E. Adamson arrived on an
auto yesterday from Corona and is
here for a month's visit with her fa
ther, J. H Clements.

WANTED:
An experienced sales- lady, also for altering, at Carlsbad,
N. M. Apply at The Morrison Bros.
07tf
Store. Roswell, n. .M.

The wires being down between here
and Denver today, the Record's spe
cials from Santa Fe could not be got
ten through. Other telegraphic stuff
FIREMEN LOSE THEIR
LIVES IN BASEMENT FIRE came by way of El Paso.
New York, Feb. 27. Two firemen
Dr. C- - E. Lukeos left yesterday tor
were killed and eleven others rend
to secure a home for an
ered unconscious, by tomes of ammo-- : orphan boy.
Las-Vega-

V

s

church. The crime with which he is
charged occurred on the morning of
December 27 last and according to
the allegations. Porter assaulted his
wife .while she was eating breakfast
beating her to death with a club. The
body of the woman was beaten almost
to a pulp. Porter immediately gave
himself up and has steadfastly refused to discuss the case.
Another case which will be given
an arising during the present term
of court involves the estate of the late
Colonel Almus Harrington, one of the
most ifamous and picturesque lawyers
of southern Missouri, who died here
on October 28, of last year. By the
will of the attorney his entire estate
was bequeathed to his widow, Ellen
A. Harrington, to whom he was married about three years prior to his
death after having divorced his first
wife, Mrs. Wincy Harrington. The
six children of the latter have Ibrought
suit to break the will, and Mrs. Wincy
Harrington, the first wife, has also
brought suit against Mrs. Ellen Harrington, the second wife, for damages
for .the alienation of the affections of
Colonel Harrington. The petition alleges that Ellen A. Harrington, then
Ellen A. Woody, "corruptly, wantonly, maliciously, designedly and Binful-lestablished and encouraged adulterous relations with Colonel Harring
ton," and that she so worked upon his
mind and affections that he, without
cause or provocation from the plaintiff secured a divorce from her and
married the defendant. Colonel Harrington was born nere and at the time
of his marriage to his first wife could
not read or write. It is alleged that
she taught him these accomplishments. Later he studied law and was
admitted to the bar, and as prosecuting attorney he won considerable
fame in the prosecution of the Bald
Knobbers.
Resignation

Accepted.

Washington, Feb. 27. President
Roosevelt touay accepted the resignation of Second Assistant Postmaster General W. H. Shallenberger.
Representative James. T. McCleary,
who retires from congress at the
close of the present session, will be
appointed as Shallenberger's successor. The resignation of Third Assistant Postmaster General Edwin G.
Madden, "it is expected, will be submitted in a day or two. No intimation has been made as to his successor.
The senate today agreed to the
conference report on the river and
harbor bill.
The senate today passed the house
bill to prevent "shanghalng. The bill
imposes a fine of a thousand dollars
or imprisonment for a year, or both,
for violation of the law.
A Great Success.
The Roswell Nurseries, owned by
R. F. Cruse, are proving a big success He has sold over 15,000 trees
this spring. The wise planter will do
well to get his prices. His trees were
not hurt by the freeze last fall. He
Is selling them by the wagon load
every day.

A special meeting of the Board of
County Commissioners will be held
at the court house in Roswell on the
15th day of March, 1907, at 10 o'clock
a. ,m., for the purpose of considering

a petition of resident taxpayers ask

ing an appropriation of county funds
to assist the citizens of Lake Arthur
precinct in Ibuilding a highway bridge
across the Rio Pecos near Lake Arthur, and the transaction of such other business as may be deemed best
in connection with said proposed
bridge.
(eod&w)

W. M. ATKINSON,
Chairman Co. Com.

FURNITURE
THE

Ml

1907

HER STORY
UNSHAKEN
JEROME
DOWN

CO.

J
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ULLERY FURNITURE COMPANY.

NOT ABLE TO BREAK
MRS. EVELYN THAW'S
TESTIMONY.

never was in his studio, and never CADETS MAKE HIT
BEHIND FOOT LIGHTS.
introduced Evelyn Nesbit to White."
The cadets eC the Military InstiREPORT OF KILLING
tute scored another success Monday,
IN ROOSEVELT COUNTY. night when they put on the college
, Passengers- - coming
in on last farce drama, "Half-bac- k
Sandy.' The
night's train from the North bring a large auditorium of the gymnasium
report that a man was killed east of building was comfortably filled and
Elida yesterday while resisting ar- everyone kx the large audience was
rest. It seems that the man was ac- greatly pleased with the show. Nearly
cused of stealing the house of a everyone In the audience knew the
neighbor and moving it to his claim. boys who took the different parts and
LATER:
A special to the Record this made the performance doubly inthis afternoon from Elida states that teresting to them.
the same report was out there reFor the occasion a large stage was
garding the shooting, but that upon constructed in one end of the- buildinvestigation it was found to be en- ing, with wings, drops,
and
tirely without foundation.
every contrivance of an opera house.
These things came mt a great expense
HEIRLOOMS AT JAMESTOWN.
but are now a permanent addition to
apparatus of the school. '
the
Colonial and Revolutionary Relics Col
The
drama put on was appropriate
lected for
for a school entertainment. It deaK
Exposition.
with college characters almost excluNorfolk, Va., Feb. 28. The patriot- sively. The story of the play showic associations of the country have ed the rivalry for
players
taken the deepest interest in the that is displayed Iby many of the colExposition leges of the land. This discovery of
Jamestown
timber in the perand the Hall of History will be post- valuable
graduate institute for students of Am- son of "Sandy" a farm hand, and the
erican history. The archives of the manner in which be was influenced to
original thirteen colonies, the private go to college, the way n which he
collections from the homes, historical was worked upon to leave one college
societies and associations and muse- and go to another, the way be was
ums, have been searched for exhibits kidnapped and the manner in his libin this department, pictures, docu- eration and final appearance on the
in time to win a victory furments, furniture, clothing, silverware,
glassware, a varied collection, which nished a greater part of the action of
will bring clearly to the mind of ev- the play. The plot was thickened
ery observer the salient' features yi with an inheritance wrong and its
our nation's history, the pivotal ev- righting and was given a touch of
ents of the several eras, the factors, romance with a couple of young lady
which combining germinated the seed characters, the heroine, "Mable Sumplanted at Jamestown .until it became ner," becoming the promised bride of
a colonial grove which has developed "Sandy", the hero.
To make it a strictly Institute affair
into a mighty forest of commonthe lady parts had to be taken by boys
wealths.
The Jamestown Exposition will be in girl's attire. These parts were admore historical than any previous ex- mirably done and excited much amuse
position and as an educational factor meat and admiration. Don Hamilalong this and many other linej it ton took the part of the heroine and
will be unsurpassed.
The construc- was certainly stunning in his party
tion of a
historic relic build clothes. The other lady in the play
ing has made it possible to secure was only supposed to be a lady, as,
priceless relics and heirlooms which in the play, she was a student dress
have never before been placed on pub ed up to catch "Sandy". This diffl
cult part was taken by Cadet Gam
lie exhibition.
From the Virginia State.. library will mon and he was one of the (best in the
come the portraits of Virginia's gov- oast.
ernors an.I many old documents and
nan uack sanay, ine nero or ins
manuscripts-;from Jamestown Island play was portrayed by A. D. Kennard
collection will come the silver ser- and he had the pant of a husky, clumvice once used in the ca irch and sy boy from the farm, down to a nice
from every section of the State will ty. Cadet Doyle as "Josiah Krop."
.

-
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EXPERTS ON THE STAND

Today Taken Up by the
Dr.
of Medical Experts.
Bingaman Testified that Thaw Was
Nervous and Irrational,
Dr. Evans
and Jerome Have an Encounter.
n

New York, Feb. 27. Evelyn Nesbit
Thaw left the stand yesterday afternoon with her story practically unbroken. Jerome brought out a number
of facts which do not redound to the
credit of the young woman, and
which may even be said to reflect on
her credibility, but aside from making

her admit facts that hardly justify
the inference that she was drugged
by White, her story remains in all its
essential details just as she originally
told it. Today probably the entire
time will be taken up by cross examination of medical experts.
Dr. Charles F. Bingaman, of Pittsburg, the Thaw family physician, was
the next witness He testified as to
Thaw's condition in November, 1903,
at which time he was very nervous
much
and melancholy and seemed
changed from 'his former condition.
He also saw him in the Tombs after
the shooting. At this latter .time he
had delusions andwas irrational. On
cross examination Jerome asked him
as to the taint of insanity in the
Thaw family. Delmas objected and
the objection was sustained. Delmas
today that the defense
announced
would conclude its task this week.
Jerome said that he would call Dr.
Bingaman for the state in rebuttal,
and asked permission to take his testimony in the form of a deposition.
Delmas objected, saying the testimony must be taken in open court. Jerome asked Dr. Bingaman to return
next Monday.
was then called for
Dr. Evans
cross examination. Jerome examined
Evans as to what medical colleges
he had attended and then asked if

he considered himself master of his
profession. Evans replied that he did
not know what he meant by that
term. "Do you know anyone who is master of your profession?" asked Jerome.
"It you mean a man who knows all
about it, there are none such in medicine, law or any other science," replied Evans.
Jerome asked if it was not more
important for an expert on the stand
to be calm and dignified than to indulge in sharp repartee. Delmas objected and was sustained.
questions
Jerome read several
from a pamphlet which Evans acknowledged that he wrote, but all of
Delmas' objections were sustained.
Jerome then switched the cross examination to further examination as
to what experience Evans had as an

foot-ba- ll

.

foot-ba- ll

.

grid-iro- n

fire-pro-

.

-

come colonial heirlooms and war relics of many kinds.
In the North
Carolina exhibit will 'be the valuable
collection of historical of Guilford
Battleground Company. In Connecticut display will be an exhibit of colonials clocks, the Bishop Seabury collection of historical pictures and the
Guilford Antiques, the latter comprising the rarest pieces of furniture in
America, a thousand leg table, a
sofa, Chippendale chairs and
tables, etc. .Massachusetts will con
tribute a fine 'historical exhibit of
portraits"; engravings, laces, samplers,
silver and jewelry, books, manuscript
autographs, furniture and china. Geor
spa, Pennsylvania and Maryland will
each send a valuable collection of
treasured heirlooms. Each of the
colonies will contribute largely
to this collection but it will not be
confined to this territory by any
me tans for from nearly every state
will come contributions to this most
interesting exhibit.
Among the special historical exhibits will be the great wooden eagle
which, as a figurehead, graced the
!kw of Commodore Perry's flagship,
the Niagara: John Smith rock upon
which the head of the colonist was
laid when rescued by Pocafliontas;
the anchor of the Merrimac which
was lost during the engagement with
the Monitor and which was but recent
!y recovered; the Liberty Bell; a tree
from which Daniel Boone once shot
i bear; old cannon captured at York-'owand thousands of other relics
and historic articles.
The coBeetions for this exhibit are
being made by thedaughters of the
American Revolution,
the Colonial
Dames, the Society for the Preservation of Virginia Antiquities,
the
Daughters of the Confederacy, the
Society of Colonial Wars, the Sons
of the American Revolution and the
various historical societies of the several States.
Hep-plewhi-

ori-irin-

Frank W. Anderson, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Lucius Anderson and brother of
Mrs. Rule, will be buried from Grace expert.
church Sunday, March 3rd, 2:30 p. m.
In the course of examination of
at Carlsbad, New Mexico.
Evans, Jerome admitted that he
would call Dr. Allen McLane HamilSee new change. Majestic, 10c.
ton as a witness. He was originally
retained by the defense. It Is said
that he believed Thaw still insane.
Dr. Evans could not say whether the
witnesses Dr. Hamilton and Dr. McDonald were considered authority. He
said that he did not consider Dr.
William Osier hardly an authority.
Delmas was constantly objecting to
We pell Couches, Davenquestions put to Evans by Jerome,
J. E. Rhea returned yesterday . tc
Lounges,
Folding
ports,
and the objections generally were his home in Bovina. having spent a
Ueilf, E'r , bat after all a
sustained by Judge Fitzgerald.
week here on business.
grorwl substantial Iron Bed
Replying to Jerome, Dr. Evans said
that unsystematized delusions are so
Dick Davisson, of Hagerman was
with a nice Felt Mattress
numerous and varied that it would here yesterday on bis way to Salina.
and a grwd StHl Coil Spring
take an interinable time to describe Kansas on a ten days' business trip.
is. the Bfst sleeping place
them. But he finally described them
you can buy. This bed
as delusions not depending upon a
Theodore Sutherland, a cadet at the
complete as described for : focal delusion. Evans said that he did Military Institute Is confined to his
only $23.
not believe Thaw was "demented" to- home in thig city with a sprained anday. Further he said that he did not kle, received while mounting a horse.
believe Thaw ever was demented in
Good Bed.
Misses Myrtle and Ella Fort, who
his definition of that word.
have been visiting their sister at CoEdna Goodrich Denies It.
New Orleans, La, Feb. 27. Edna rona for the past six months, returnGoodrich, the actress, said today in ed yesterday on the auto. Their visH
reply to the testimony of Evelyn Nes- was out short by the sad news that
LEADERS.
bit Thaw connecting her name with their mother, Mrs. C. E. Fort, of this
White, "I never knew Stanford Whits city, is IB.

Our Speciality is a

ULLERY

FEBRUARY 27,

Ring No. 75

Correct Sleeping Place

Secure your seats early for the
Orchestra recital tomorrow night, the
best seats are going rapidly. Admission 15 cents or reserved seats 25cts.
at Daniel's Drug Store.
tl

anti-gambli-

EVENING,

..... u .nlonril
onH ' 1V. ill!..
hi
son was played by N. Armijo. "Phi"
lip'" was the villian in the play who
planned the kidnapping of the hero
foot-baplayer and also tried to win
He
his sweetheart by foul means.
had an unpopular part in the play,
but did his acting well.
en"Kenneth Sumner" a foot-bathusiast, was well played by Cadet
Coppinger, and "Percy" the captain
of the team, was well exemplified by
Jaffa Miller.
"Joe Fleetwood,' was played by Red
Crowell and although he was not on
the stage long, he left a bright streak
in his path. He played his part to a
perfection.
"Sue," the little nigger gal, was one
of the best characters as played by
Cadet Sam worth, and "Van Twiller,"
the professor made a nit as played by
C. Brown took the
Cadet Talifero.
part of "J. Booth McReady" a traveling actor in the play, and he received
.J
V.
..n,A n ......
dience as ibeing the beat of the amateur actors of the evening. He certainly did well.
Cadets Pollard, Belt, Frost, Paden
and Stewart were students and all acted like they were fresh from college.
The cadets were drilled by Major
Pearson and Captain McClure and
show considerable talent. One
of
the things especially noticeable was
that there was scarcely any prompting to be done, and this Is a rare
condition In amateur theatricals.

.

ll

ll

V.

The orchestra under Captain Jack
Fletcher, furnished appropriate muslc
between acts and at times during Ue
play.

The total receipts of the evening
were about $125, wad the cadets will
. ...........
" - f.vwi, ... uwu P, , tWS V
penses were very heavy. The cadets
have done some improving at the Institute this year and are paying for
V
..
.
.
i-l
i
saw JnOuV
il UACiuodwa.
iiiuw woo
day night's show hope they will have I
'
another opportunity soon to assist in
raising the money needed for the Improvements.
1

J. J. Boyd was up from Lake Arthu. f
yesterday securing signatures to hi
petition for help on a bridge over the k
Pecos river at Lake Arthur. He re-ports that the people there will soon
be hi condition to begin work on the
structure.

'

Have you heard of the new
HEALTH COFFEE? It's Dr. Shoo-- ;,
We have it. Come in and let us !
it to yon. Joyce Prutt Co. . 07t3 ,

The jSherldan building will be provided with chairs and benches for the

Philharmonic concert

w

night

DAILY RECORD
ROSWELL
DEMOCRATIC
POLITICS.

ANOTHER ROAD IS
die bride Is heiress to a comfortable
HEADED FOR CARLSBAD. fortune. She graduated from a fash
Carlsbad, N. M., Feb.-- 25. Last ionable Washington seminary last

IN

.Buslness Manager

C. E. MASON
GEORGE A. PUCKETT- Entered May 19, 1903,

at

....

BcmwcU, N. M.,

under thm Act ot Con(frr

,

Editor

of March a, 1879

Are Moved

TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION.
J

?

5T

I5c
euc

Daily, Per Week
Daily. Per Month
Daily, Per Month, (In Advance)
Daily, One Tear (In AdTanoe)

,.60c

AND READY FOR
BUSINESS. TWO

....5.00

PUBLISHED DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY BY RECORD PUBLISHING CO

PRESS.

MEMBER ASSOCIATED

--

Short of steam again today but matter, and the enemies of the terri
there trill be something doing tomor- tory are now holding It up to public
derision all over the country, and
row, tf the boiler doesn't blow up.
pointing o it as what they call, "a
Now that all the money allowed good illustration of the unfitness of
tor paying employees has been ap- New Mexico for statehood."
Some of the legislation already at
propriated, what further business is
adjourntempted
at this session will properly
prevent
to
immediate
there
take its place in the same class as
ment?
soon as the puropses which inspire
It must be a happy man who owns it become known to the public, and
so many railroads that he cannot re- for that reason we appeal to the gen
call even the names of them without tlemen of the majority at Santa Fe to
being confronted with a contract bring rheir deliberate judgment to
bear upon matters which are brought
tearing his own signature.
before them, and 'not permit themFirst Crook: "How's business?" selves to be used to the injury of the
Second Crook: "Slow. Dere's such territory and Its good name.
Mr. Bursum. Mr. Holt, and two or
a lot of officials lookin' fer a rakeoff
dese days a letter can't hardly afford three other gentlemen of the machine
undoubtedly think they have good rea
to keep out o Jail." Maverick.
son for their overweaning desire to
"There is a minister in Roswell "get even" with the governor, but
named Vermillion. It is fair to assume gentlemen who are not In that class,
that his sermons are full of local col- but have been sent to 'the legislature
or. Albuquerque Journal.
for the purpose of doing what is best
for their constituents and the entire
And not yellow.
territory, should have too "much reThe Roswell Record is nothing if spect for the constituents, for the
not enterprising. It has a column good name of New Mexico and for
headed: "The News of Next Week." their own manhood, to permit them
selves to be used as the tools of the
Albuquerque Journal.
Yes; and so long as the solid sev- gang In carrying out such dishonorenteen bangs together, we can tell able schemes.
A man who has a proper respect fo;
even what the legislature will do the
week after next but H will not re- himself and the well being of his
fellow citizens will demand some bet
quire a whole column.
ter reason for giving his support to
a doubtful measure than the simple
PLUCK AND LUCK.
fact that "the governor is against it'
One constant element of luck
Is genuine solid old Teutonic pluck. because that fact itself convinces veStick to your aim, the mongrel's hold ry many of our people that the thing
is wrong. And at the same time, the
will slip;
But only crowbars loose the bulldog's fact should be kept In mind that the
forcing of a bad bill through over a
grip.
Small though be looks, the jaw that gubernatorial veto. Is not always a
victory. On the contrary It may be
never yields
monarch Just the reverse, as 4s shown by the
down the bellowing
fate of "chapter 33."The very "bad
,. '
ot the fields.
measure was passed over the veto of
O. W. Holmes.
Governor Otero, and now, after bringing scandal upon the territory. Is set
THOSE IRREGULARITIES.
aside by congress. Don't permit the
From Estanda News.
outfit to
twenty-threinformations, disgruntled Bursum-HoWith
lead you Into any more such "statesin
the district manship.
supported by affidavits
..court against the election officials of
the November election, H begins to WHEN THE DEMOCRATIC
PARTY WILL DIE.
look as if there were something more
The following prophetic "poem"
than "irregularRiea" committed in
Torrance county. Just after the elec was once recited in congress by Rep
tion when we contended that there resentative J. W. Gaines, of Tenne-- h fraud
exercised in connection see.
therewith, our ancient contemporary "When the lions eat grass like an ox
at the Capital CKy took Issue with And the fisherman swallows the
'OS for using such a strong word aa
fraud, amending it by calling the When whale;
the terrapins knit woolen socks
same regularities. The people of
the hare Is outrun by the snail ;
And
Torrance county, backed and support- When serpents
walk upright like men
ed by the district attorney and the
And doodle bugs travel like frogs;
court, have saW that fraud and
When the grasshopper feeds on the
under any name what'
hen,
soever, must stop. Let there be a
And feathers are found on the hogs:
complete investigation of the matter When Thomas cats swim in the air.
and let Justice hold sway.
And elephants roost upon trees;
When Insects in summer are rare.
THE POET LONGFELLOW
And snuff never makes people
When Cardinal Wiseman declared.
sneeze;
There is no greater lack in English When the fish creep over dry land.
literature than Chat of a poet of the
And mules on velocipedes ride;
people, of one who shall be to the When
foxes lay eggs hi the sand.
working classes of England what
And women in dress take ho pride;
Goethe is to the peasants of GermaDutchmen no longer drink beer
ny.' and added that Longfellow ap- When
And girls get to 'preaching' on
proached. Bearer than, any other to
time;
ibis standard, he voiced a real truth. When the billy goat butts from the
proved
Longfellow
is
has
that
lirrye
rear.
essentially im poet oi me n reside.
And treason no longer is crime;
' No small event or humble detail of
When the, humming' bird brays like
home Mfe was too trivial to suggest
an ass.
'
hia beaatifu) thoughts. In his poetry
And liroburger smells like cologne;
e has immortaUxed the home and When
plowshares are made out of
- Jjamlly. He baa shown a wonderful
glass,
4
anderatandlng of the human beart. ' And hearts
of Tennesseeans are
was mora than a poet, he was a
fie
f
stone;
man, and Wtien sense grows In Republican
sympathetic,
it was the man behind the poet that
heads.
gave the human element to his verse.
And wool on the hydraulic ram:
A fcv of home rwas his birthright, Then the Democratic party will be
and vm foaterad by his training. A
dead,
.
glance at some, of the New England
And this country not worth a
which
fragrant
are
with
his
homes
in mary may partly explain the ge- Eighty acres, wfcl . improved,
the household poet. From miles from court house, for sale at
I "Homes ofL ongfeHow," in National
a bargain for a few days. Carlton
f Magaxine. for March.
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v
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INJURES THE TERRITORY.
From Albuquerque Journal.
Members of the legislature, should
jyrer lose sight of the fact that the
"j" tfxactmeat of laws of such a
nty Iniquitous character that con-- !
4,1 ess is forced, out of respect for Jus
'
tlce and common decency, to declare
,
them null and void, cannot result oth- nrwise ihan as detrimental to , the
The act known as "chapter
of the acts of 1903,". is an excel- erit Illustration of this fact. The act
hi question was drawn by a railway
"attorney, and its; evident: intention
was to prevent person- - injured on the
railways of this .territory from recovering damages, therefor, but it was
drawn In such a iblundering and.bare-i,r7cemanner, that H real purpose
atucsv out over. K. and congress, by
Joint resolution aet It aside. This, of
course, drew- poblio teattoii. to ttos
I
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Kipling's

.

..Candy Store..
.Furnish you with the following goodies. Fresh Candies
of sit kinds. Shelled and
s.
Nuts, Orangey
Lemons,. Ice Oeam,
Cigars and. , many . other
good things.
Cn-shell-

ed

Ba-ana-

3
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DOORS NORTH
JOYCE PRUIT CO

Kipling's Candy Store

summer, or early in the fall the people of Carlsbad
called, together
to meet a gentleman named Edwards,
wio made Ahem a proposition' that if
the people, would pay his fare to Kan
sas City, he would see that their Inter
ests were properly looked after in
the matter of building of a line of rail
road from Kansas City to the Pacific
via Lawton. The matter was discuss
ed, but as Mr. Edwards had very little
to show for .has authority in the
matter except some letters which of
fered him a position as civil engineer
with the proposed new line, fbut little
faith was evidenced in the good which
he could accomplish for Carlsbad.
However, E. P. Bujac and W. H.
were appointed a committee to
solicit subscriptions from the citizens
to send Mr. Edward3 to Kansas City,
and succeeded in raising the desired
amount, as Carlsbad citizens were
not then, or now overlooking anything
which had or "has the least possibility
of affording them relief from the present intolerable railway facilities.
Mr. Bujac, Mr. Brice and other of
our citizens had every faith In the
enterprise and Mr. Edward's ability
to see that the proposed new road
would come by Carlsbad, and have
had no little correspondence in regard
to the matter, especially with Mr. Edwards. Yesterday Mr. Bujac received
t'.e following telegram from the
of the proposed Kansas City
Mul-lan- e

Pay ton Drug, Book

Stationery

&

Company.

TODAY IS OUR TIME.
Today Is the only time we have with
us. The yesterdays are gone never
are unborn.
to return; the
Born between two heartbeats and dying as instantaneously; ever ending
only to begin again; filling the space
between the limitless past and the 11m
itless .future without ever merging into either; passing with the swiftness
of a weaver's shuttle and like it fashioning the fabric of our lives; drop
ping one by one into the ocean of
time as precious pearls might slip
from a silken cord into some fathomless lake, as unfaltering in its flights
as is the motion of the earth on its
axis, and ever bearing our life with
It from one eternity to another there
Is nothing more real, nothing more
elusive than this period of time which
we call "today."
Life for a day is but an epitome of
a lifetime. We wake In the morning with no knowledge of where our
souls have been wandering while the
senses slept; with fresh vigor and interest we enter upon the occupations
of our daily work and fulfill our duties with an energy that Ibeglns tc
fall as the evening shadows lengthen
as darkness deepens weariness comes
upon us and at last we are glad to
lay aside our work and cares and to

surrender ourselves to the sleep that
spirits our souls back again into the

unknown.
Each day has its own allotted task
no more. It is only when we go beyond that which is given us for the
day and force the mind and body to
do things not worth while; when we
are not content to bear the evils of
that day, but ' harass ourselves with
anticipations of those the future may
bring; when we are not satisfied with
the "dally bread" for which One wiser than we taught us to pray, but
strive to lay up a useless surplus to
leave behind ; when the pleasures that
were given us to enjoy in wholesome
moderation degenerate into wild excesses it is only then that outraged
nature takes revenge for the neglect
of her law and sanitariums and luna
tic asylums are filed with the victims
of ill regulated lives.
Today is a small spaoe only a
lightning flash in the dark. But of all
the uncharted ocean of eternity it is
all that is really ours. Today exacts
little of us, but as we do that little
well or 111 we weave the warp and
woof of our success or failure in life.
The duties of today are small but as
our todays add into months and year
lifetime our daily deeds, too, accumulate into mighty forces for good or ill
Buffalo Times.
TALK BRIDGE AND
DECIDE ON PLANS.
County Commissioner W. M. Atkinson, a committee from Lake Arthur
and H. F. Mitchell, of the firm of
Mitchell & Pigg, bridge contractors

at Weatherford, Texas, held a meeting

yesterday and discussed the plans for
the bridge across the Pecos at Lake
Arthur. Capt. N. J. Fritz is Ul at
and T. D. 'White is out of the
city on business and for these rea
sons these members were not present
The conference decided upon plans
for a bridge 16 feet wide and 222 feet
long, at a cost of $6,116.55.
It will
be a first class suspension bridge,
with all Important frames of steel.
guaranteed to be capable of holding
25,000 pounds in one load.
As a necessary proceeding before
letting the contract, the board of coun
ty commissioners wdll meet March
15 to consider the petition of the citizens for this bridge. The petition Is
known to contain a great majority of
citizens,
the names of the
but the commissioners must decode
officially upon this point. If the pe
tition is found satisfactory at this
aieeting, the contract will be let
nd work will be commenced on the
ridge as soon as material can be
laced on the ground.
Lake Arthur people pay $2,000 of
e cost of the bridge. It was intend
ed originally to build a 12 foot bridge
which would have cost $4,500, leaving $2,500 to be paid by the county.
This was the original proposition nut
to the people, but It was found contrary to law to build such a narrow
4 ridge, and It was always considered
dontrary to good judgment to do so.
Therefore' the 16 foot bridge was de-upon, and the cost to the
Krmined increased to about $4,000.
his cost to the county was mentioned, however. In the petitions signed

Lawton & Pacific Railway Company,
which will be of interest, as it shows
that the enterprise is well on its way
toward substantial organization.
Memphis, Tenn.
Capt. E. P. Bujac, Carlsbad, N. M.
Mail me, at the Peabody Hotel the
full report of the El Paso lookout party. Mr. Edwards, the company's engineer has been ordered to continue
the survey of the Kansas City, Law-to& Pacific to El Paso via Carlsbad.
Letters follow.
'HENRY W. SCOTT, V. P.
As will be seen from the above,
the Kansas City, Lawton & Pacific
railway is a reality, and as it is heaa-w- l
this way, Carlsbad has now anothn

er opportunity of securing additional
railroad facilities. El Paso News.
NICARAGUAN MINISTER
WEDS WASHINGTON BELLE
Washington, Feb. 27. Miss India
a debutante
Bell Vedder Fleming,
of a ifew months and one of the most
popular young society women of the
national capital, (today became tho
bride of Dr. Don Luis F. Corea, Ni- caraguan minister to the United States
The ceremony wa performed at noon
at the residence of Colonel and Mrs.
Robert L Fleming, the parents of the
bride, and was the great event of the
year in diplomatic and official socie
ty. The guests numbered some of the
most Important people of Washington
including representatives of nearly
every foreign country. Numerous are
the handsome presents received by
the bride, those from the diplomatic
n
representatives
of
countries being especially notable for
their magnificence and value.
The ibride is the only daughter of
Colonel and Mrs. Fleming, who reside
at 1408 Massachusetts avenue. Colonel Fleming was a distinguished officer in the Confederate army. On her
maternal side the new Mrs. Corea Is
descended from Colonel Vedder, an
officer of the regular army and the un
cle of Elihu Vedder, the famous painter. The Flemings are wealthy and
Latin-America-
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June and "on December.- 7 last "made
her- formal debut in Washington socle
ty. She was admittedly ;a the most
beautiful debimtante of the season
and immediately became the center
of attraction for a host of admirers.
From the time of her first meeting
with the swarthy diplomat from Ni
caragua, an immediate attachment!
sprung up, which had its culmination
in - today's wedding.
Mrs. Corea is
only 20 years of age while the groom
Is nearing 40.
Senor Corea came here in 1899 as
the representative and protege of Pre
sident Zelaya of Nicaragua, and Is one
of the best known and most popular
in Washington. From
the first he enjoyed the personal
friendship of Secretary John Hay, and
has since became a decided favorite
with President Roosevelt.
He is a
man of culture and refinement, an accomplished linguist, handsome of face
and courtly of bearing, and these attributes Immediately made him popular in diplomatic and official circles.
His history in Washington has been
a series of successes, except in one
instance, which came near ending his
diplomatic and social career. That
was when he was jilted iby a handsome and wealthy widow, then Mrs.
llah Dunlap .. Jordan,- - of Macon, Ga.,
now Mrs. John D. Little. Mrs. Jordan
broke her engagement with Dr. Corea
principally because of rumors to the
effect that he had negro blood in his
veins. As a loyal "southern woman
she feared that she could not be happy with Corea when such a doubt existed in her mind, and consequently
gave him up, although it is believed
in Washington society that the separation cost her much mental anguisn
at the time.
Mrs. Jordan was the daughter of
a wealthy Georgian, and her first hus
band, Lee Jordan, was a millionaire.
He died shortly after their marriage,
leaving an immense fortune to his
widow. Mrs. Jordan made her entree
"n Washington society at a time when
r. Corea was on the crest of his
wave of popularity, and an immediate
friendship, ripening into love, follow
ed their meeting. Later both visited
Paris, where Senor Corea's courtship
of the fascinating widow was continued, and where Mrs. Jordan purchased her trosseau. Upon returning
from Europe Mrs. Jordan went to her
home at Macon, Ga., where her en-
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Bids for Wyoming Dike.
Crawford, Neb., Feb. 27. Proposals
for building the Pathfinder dike, situated southeast of Casper, Wyoming,
and involving 170,000 cubic yards of
earth excavation, were opened at the
office of the United States reclamation
service here this afternoon. The bids
will be forwarded to the secretary
of the Interior for approval and final
action.

a

-

listen

-

gagement to Dr. Corea was announced.
Then came the rit in the lute of
love, which finally brought the romance to an abrupt end. Someone,
an enemy or rival of Senor Corea's,
perhaps, wrote an anonymous letter
to the mayor of Macon, alleging that
the Nicaraguan had a wife at home
and intimating that he possessed negro blood. The executive of Macon.
not knowing that the waste basket is
the proper receptacle for unsign?d
communications, appointed himself a
committee of one to place .the matter
before Mrs. Jordan. At first she re
fused to listen to the charges, (but in
the end the iron of doubt entered her
soul. Senor Corea heard of the accusations and demanded a thorough
investigation. This was made by the
friends of Mrs. Jordan and resulted
in the complete exoreration of Dr.
Corea.
Meanwhile, Mrs. Jordan had exercised the feminine prerogative of
"changing her mind". A sweetheart
of her youth had appeared upon the
scene. Captain John D. Little, a native of Georgia and t8 bim she was
married after breaking off the engage
ment with Dr. Corea.
The incident would probably have
ended the career of many diplomats,
but Dr. Corea stuck to his post. In
the end Fate has played fair with him
by giving him as a bride a southern
woman as fair and beautiful as the
one he lost.

.
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Hardware Co.

The Pioneers of Fair Prices.

Our Jewelry
Line is Complete.
have just
a
lot of the Swastika

We
big:
received
Indian
Lucky Charm Jewelry, which consists of Hat Pins, Cuff Buttons, Fobs, Watch Charms, Stick Pins, Etc. We can suit
you from a swell line of Gold Bracelets. The lndy who
wears short sleeves should have one of these pieces of jewelry

Roswell Drug & Jewelry Go.
"Demon" Walcot as "Uucle Tom."
New . York, Feb. 27. Joe Walcott,
once the "Black Demon" of the prize
ring but now a star member of the
American Pugilist Down and Out Club
is to follow In the footsteps of many
of his illustrious fellow professionals
and go upon the stage. Wolcott naive
ly confessed that for many years he
has hugged an ambition to become a
thespian, and now desires to ibe gratified. Waloott is to play the star part
in a "Tom" show. "We can cut out
some of It and put on a boxing bout"
says Walcott. Think of the saintly
"Uncle Tom" as a pugilist. Wouldn't
that jar you?

H. I. NOWLAN
LAWYER
Garst B'ld'g.

R.

Roswell, N, M.

E. LUND
LAWYER

Specialty--nini-

Navajo Block.

ng

-

-

Law
324 N. Main.

o

To Hang Two Negroes.
Jackson, Miss, Feb., 27. Two negro murderers will be hanged in Mississippi tomorrow, their sentence hav
ing been confirmed by the state supreme court. They are Bud Burns a
negro convicted in Webster county
of the murder of an aged colored man
named Jeff Hardin, and Percy Ross,
a Pike county negro convicted of killing Ben Jiles.
Eyes tested free at
Jeweler and Optician..

L.. B.

Boellner,
88tf

Classified "Ads.

DORMANT ROSEBUSHES

At
ALAMEDA GREEN HOUSES.

Telephone

184.

J.

W. C. Ketd.

M.

HerTey.

Reid & liervey
LAWYERS
Room 9, Texas Block. Phone sai

Dr. T. E. Presley
SPECIALIST.

FOR SALE.
Land scrip. W. G.
FOR SALE.
42tf
Skillman.
ALFALFA SEED Warranted pure.
Chas Doty, 1 mile south of Ros
OltlO
well.
One horse
FOR SALE OR TRADE:
and buggy. Apply 311 W. Tilden.
,

EYE EAR. NOSE & THROAT.
Office Hours: 9 to 12 a. m. 2 to 4 p.
m. Office: Oklahoma Block

E. B. STONE
GROCERIES

ALFALFA 30 or 40 tons .first class,
2nd cutting, and Groceries, at P. V.
Feed Yard, Phone 334..
t6
FOR SALE:
Three or four miles
open woven wire fence. Apply Oatf.
sis ranch, or phone 347.
FOR SALE.
One rotary and drop
Austin well drilling machine. Phone
or write the Oasis Ranch.
29tf
FOR SALE:
Corn planter, disk cul
tivator,
Studebaker hack, road
scraper, grindstone and other tools

at

204

AND

Phone 220, 5th and Ho.

Piano Bargains

West Alameda avenue.
1

FOR RENT.
FOR SALE:
Typewriter.

MAY

GRAIN

03t6

1'fSasatsassa m

lllr
lira

r

r
Address
0t6
Unfurnished rooms.
04t3
Inquire at T. C. Market.
FOR RENT: Large Sunny Room for
two, also board. Phone 149, 719 N.
Main St.
85tf
EXPERT TUNING.
Seven-rooTelephone 322.
unfurnFOR RENT:
ished house, $30 per month. Mi3s
Civil Service Examinations.
Nell R. Moore at American NationNotice.
Washington. Feb. 27. Civil service
06 12
al Bank.
There will be a special meeting of
examinations were held today for FOR RENT: Two front rooms, com
wagon makers, loggers, masons, en
Oil
fortably furnished for light house- the stockholders of the Roswell
gineers and blacksmiths, public doc
p.
Company
m.
6th
March
in
7:30
at
No sick and no children.
ument cataloguers, draftsman, chief keeping.
office
In
Co.
the
Block,
for
t2
Grocery
the
the
Texas
Inquire
at Western
engineers, farmers and an assistant
purpose of increasing the capital
assayer for the mint and assay office
stock.
WANTED.
at Charlotte, N. C.
LEE A. REYNOLDS.
Experienced irrigator at
WANTED:
Secretary.
99tf
the Slaughter Farm.
Prosecute Theater Manager.
San Francisco, Cal., "Feb. 27. The WANTED:
Four or five room house j Figure with B. F. Smith when you
managers of ten San Francisco thea06t3 want buggy painting. Phone 17i. 7tf
at once. Address Box 367.
ters have been notified that they will
be - prosecuted for violations of the
requirements of the building and fire
EMMETT P ATT ON. V. Pro.
ED. A. OIBBANY. Sac.
ordinances unless immediate precau
F. DIVERS. Pro.
tions are taken against possible holo
causts. Most of the theaters are in
temporary wooden structures and are
wholly without protection against
Your abstrapc should be a reliable, credible history of
fire. Members of the grand jury who
your land, prepared by competent faithful men. Ours
Box 531.
FOR RENT:

Bernard Pos Piano Co

Reliable Abstracts

JOcts.
No Reserved Seats

Children
two
Matinees Mon. and
Sat 3 p. m.

For the

have investigated 'the matter declare

that the flimsy constructions of the
theater buildings would cause them
to burn like tinder in case of fire, in- volviag an appalling loss of life.

,

;

have 20 years of experience behind them and are by law
admitted in all the courts of the Territory as evidence of.
the facts therein.

Roswell Title & Trust Co.
INCORPORATED.

T

Good high grade piano to exchange
for wagon and team. H. F. Vermil

lion.

-

OStf

Phone 330.

OFFICE OVER CITIZENS NATIONAL BANK

being generally' observed iere,
the birthplace of the poet," and throii-gnothe"1 state today.
The day has
been made a holiday by the italne leg
telature. ' Special exercises were hew
by school children fm nearly all the
.
cities of the state.
Boston, Mass., Feb., 27. Henry W.
day" Is"

ut

i6o AGR
Hondo

Water-Rig-

acres in . alfalfa.

This land

can be had for a few days at
$35.09 per acre.

Romance;" "Evangeline fci 1847; Hia
watha," in 1855; "The Courtship of
Miles Standish" in 1858; "Tales of a
Wayside Inn" in 1863; "The Divine
Tragedy in 1871 ; "The Hanging of the
Crane" in 1874. In 1864 1869 he
again traveled in Europe and received
degrees of LL. D. and D. C. L. from
the Universities of Cambridge and Ox

Carlton & Bell

303 NORTH riAIN ST., ROSWELL,

N. M.

fore,

COMING

twenty-eigh-

t

players'

compris-

ing the training squad. Among them
are Waddell, Bender, Plank, Coombs,
Dygert, Foster, Bartley, Cunningham,
Sabrie, Howard and Vickars, pitchers
Powers, Berry Sen rec k en
and Car
risch, catchers; Cross, Knight, Davis
t

THE

THE

TEAMS
MENCE TRAINING.

BIG LEAGUE

GIANTS

COM-

WEST

GO

They Will Train at Los Angeles.
The Athletics Will Report at Martin, Texas, and Other Big Teams
' Soon Go to the
South.

New York, Feb. 27.

According

the schedule arranged for
Giants In their trip across the

to

MeG-raw'-

conti-

nent to Los Angeles, they are today
enjoying a day of sightseeing la the
Grand Canyon, and will reach the city
of Angels appropriate home for Mc
Graw's seraphic bunch on Friday
Advices received here
afternoon.
from Mac are written in a fulsome
vein which gives rise to a suspicion
that lie has been "seen" by some of
the many real estate boomers of the
Southern California metropolis. Never before, asserts the enthusiastic Mc
Craw, has he experienced such supremely delightful conditions for train
ing. All of the adjectives of the English language have Ibeen exhausted
by McGraw in describing the climate
"delightful", "superb.T "grand" and
"perfect being among the mildest of
them. If haVf of what McGraw has
said Is time, three weeks spent in the
rejuvenating atmosphere of Los Angeles ahould suffice to put the giants
hi a condition to make all other aggre
gat ions of the National league look
like the proverbial six ulckels.
.

...

Murray, Nehring, Nichols, Burke, and
Shean, inflelders; Hartzel, Seybold,
Lelindt, Oldering and Lord, outfielders
According to Mack, "Rube' Waddelil
has been on the "water wagon" all
winter and is now In condition to play
the game of his life.
Cleveland Leaves Saturday.
Tne Cleveland squad of the American league will be the only other "ear
ly bird," to get off this week, being
scheduled to leave Saturday for Macon, Ga. Next Sunday the Brooklyn
Nationals will begin their journey to
the spring training camp at Jacksonville, Florida. The New York Americans will leave for Atlanta, their train
ing quarters, next Monday and will
remain there until April 6. On the
same date the Washington Americans
will leave for Galveston, the Chicago Nationals will start for West Baden, Ind., and the Philadelphia Nationals will trek for Savannah. Next
Tuesday will be the great gateway
day.
The Chicago White Sox will
start on their ambitious invasion of
Mexico, the St. Louis Americans will
leave for Texas, as will the Si. Louis
Nationals; the Boston Americans will
start for Little Rock, and the Cincin
nati Reds will leave for their Texas
training quarters. The Pittsburg and
Boston Nationals and the Detroit Americans will be the last to leave. The
Pirates and the Beaneaters will start
on March 10, the former for Hot
Springs and the latter for Thomasville
Georgia. The Detroit squad will train
at Augusta, Georgia, leaving for that
place a week from Dext Saturday.

Celebrate Longfellow Qentennial.
Cambridge Mass., Feb. 27."Long- fellow Day," the one hundredth an
niversary of the birth of Henry
Wads-wort-

h

was fittingly celebrated at Harvard and at all the
e
schools of Cambridge.
At the
Longfellow,

Coin-bridg-

public library a special

Long-

fellow exhibition was held, with many
early, rare and beautiful editions of
the poet's works, together with other
memorabilia connected wita his name

Connie Mack's Warriors Next.
Connie Mack's Athletics of the American league will 'be the next major 'At Sanders' Theater this evening the
league bunoh to head southward. The Camfbridge Historical society will
Quakertown aggregation will leave hold public exercises" at which William
Philadelphia this evening or tomor- Dean Howells will be the' guest of
row and will report in camp at Ma I- honor and the principal speaker. Ad'll n Springs,
Texas the last of the dresses will also ibe made by Presiweek. From Marlin the team will go dent Charles W. Eliot Colonel Thos.
to Dallas, where the last of the spring Went worth Higginson and Profespractice will be iield. Several exhi- sor Charles Eliot Norton.
Portland, Me., Feb. 27. Longfellow
bition games have been arranged with

rl
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THE LORDS

Q
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the house. Every reform measure has
met with their determined and at
times Bpiteful opposition.
The bill
granting the, people the right of suffrage was fought by the religious members, who - voted solidly against it.
At one time there were over 200 offenses punishable with death on the
statute books of England.- Every bill
to abolish capital punishment for the
small offenses has ' been passed ' in
spite of. the opposition of the lords
spiritual, not one of whom has ever
voted hi favor of such a measure. It
is by such tactics as these that the
A War to the Knife Between the No- Bishops have Involved the established
bles and the People King Edward church in the fight on the house of
. Will Stand With the People. The lords, and it is ihore than likely thai-i- t
House of Lords an Obstructionist
will fall with Its creator. -

Body.

least. If a superintendent has improv
ed bis schools, raised the standard
of his teachers, and thoroughly arous RAILROADS TO MAKE GREAT IM-- .
PROVEMENTS AT KAN- - '
ed the educational seotSmeat of his
"
'
SASCITY.
people then the tenure of hie office
should continue no matter what his
political convictions may be.
If the general government considers
It for the public good to place a great
army of officials under the protection
of a civil service commission then AN AGREEMENT REACHED
we argue, it is the duty of every state
also, to remove its school . officials
'

He died in Cambridge,

Massa-

24. 1882.

ll

Fltz-patric- k

H.McCune.

to-wi- t:

io

.

The authority, the delegated rights

of every form of organized govern' Railroad
Officials and City Finally
ment in a democracy should hark, back
Reaches' an Agreement.
The Rail-- ,
o the people. This doctrine is as roads to Build a New Depot, Freight
true as it is popular in this country.
Houses,' Viaducts and Other Improve,
The public will must have an oppor ments at Great Cost.
tunity to remedy every evil and check
every abuse. This is done in three
ways: - (1) by submitting a change
of policy directly to the people, (2)
by changing the official personnel by
Kansas City, Mo., Feb. 26. An
election or appointment, (3) and sim- agreement
to build passenger aad
ply by the expression of public opin
freight
at Kansas City at
terminals
ion. In a local executive officer like
the one under consideration, "whose an estimated cost to the railroads of
shortcomings are limited mostly to fifty million dollars was reached here
those of incompetency and neglect last night at a conference between
of duty, the third method of correc- John M. Egan, president of
the Kan
tion is sufficient.
But the measure sas City Terminal Railway Company,
proposed allows the use of the second representing
the leading railways enmethod also. The people elect for a tering the city, and a
committee of
definite term of service, the powers city officials headed by Mayor H. M.
of a board are not generally thus lim- Beard sley. The railroads are to erect
ited. The method of election by the a two million
dollar unkmassenger
people allows the Incompetent officfive union freight houses
station,
ial to continue unless he is legally re- and forty street
viaducts and submoved, the method of election iby a ways,
agrees to give
oity
the
and
board allows an opportunity to re- the railways a fifty year grant for
move him at will. Thus from every
point of view we find the advantages their terminals.
in favor of the board plan of electMurdered Wife and Child.
ing the superintendent of schools. But
Denver, Colo., Feb. 26. iynjamin
what board shall be instrusted with C. Wright last night confessed that
this power?
he murdered his wife and five year
The creation of a special board for old daughter on account of his atthis purpose would be expensive and tachment for Stella Good He is now
Impracticable in this country of mag- charged with murder. The Good wonificent distances.
The
territorial man was arrested in Colorado Springs
board of education is the one that can this morning
and will be (brought
serve the people best in this capaci- back to Denver.
ty. Its professional knowledge, its
Car Falls From Elevated Track.
wide acquaintance with the education
New York, Feb. 26. Six persons
al conditions of the territory, and its
very constitution itself make it not were Injured by the collapse of a poronly the most logical but the, most tion of the Third avenue' elevated
competent and most available body railway track at Chatham Square in
for the task. The governor and the the lower East Side today. One end
superintendent of public instruction, of the rear car of a train which was
fell to the street. The other end of
are members of this board
They both frequently visit various por the car hung to part of the track that
tions of the territory. The former did not tall. The car was almost on
takes this upon himself voluntarily, end.
the latter is required to do so by law.
Honor American Artist.
The heads of the various Institutions
are not only widely distributed, but Venice, Feb. 27. One of the most
in their canvas for students and their interesting exhibits at the Internatipresence before teachers' institutes onal Art oxposition, now being held
they come in direct contact with ev- is that of the works of John Singer
ery phase of the educational work. Sargent, the American portrait painThe whole board is thus in the clos ter. A special room has been assignest touch with the educational wants ed to Sergeant's canvasses and they
and needs of every locality. "This are attracting much attention. And
board cannot be composed, according' among the portraits shown is that
to law, of other than competent per-- J of Mrs. Achenson, owned 'by the Duke
sons of the highest Integrity. Person- - of Devenshire, and of the countess
al favoritism and political preferences of Warwick, owned by the earl of Wa
have never entered Into its delibera rwick.
tions in the least, and from its very
Texas National Guard.
composition never will. Besides this
Austin, Tex., Feb. 26. The Texas
board stands at the head of the eduGuard Association is holdcational interests of the territory and National
ing
meeting here today,
winter
its
to make these subordinate officials
with officers of the militia from all
responsible to it is calculated to give over
the Lone Star State participating
the whole system a dignity, that will in the
conference.
command the respect of educational
people everywhere.
Mortgage Tennessee Railway.
To you who now have an opportuOneda, Tenn., Feb., 26. At a spec-i- l
nity to inaugurate in New Mexico one
meeting of the Tennessee Railway
of the best school systems of the un- Company 8 stockholders here today It
ion these facts are respectfully sub- was voted to create a mortgage upon
mitted.
the property of the corporation and
C. M. LIGHT.
the issue of bonds thereunder.
New Mexico Normal School, Feb.
20, 1907.
To Sell Devlin Estate.
Topjeka, Kan., Feb. 26. A hearing
FOOTBALL RULES CHANGED
of the creditors of the estate of the
HARVARD WILL PLAY. late Charles J. Devlin, the "bankrupt
Boston,
Mass., Feb. 26. Football millionaire coal operator, was held towill continue to be played at Harvard day to consider the application of the,
University next fall, according to a receivers for an order of the court,
statement by President Elliott, made permitting them to dispose of the
public today. The statement ' says he holdings remaining in their hands. '
was opposed to football if the game The value of the property aggregate
was not changed.
The rules have $1,620,861, of which the Devlin Coal
been changed, and Harvard will play. Company of Illinois is the most valuable asset.
TRADE.
: We have some fine land in artesian
Attention.
belt, well located, to exchange for . Real estate men, take notice. There
Missouri, Kansas or Oklahoma prop- will be a meeting of the Roswell Real
ty Board on Thursday, the 28th, at
erty.
3:30 p. m. Important business. All
CARLTON & BELL.
members are requested to be present.
0ftt2
R. H. M'CUNE, Secy.
Best yet. Majestic tonight. 10c.
.
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from political influence.

It Was a Famous Victory.
On the eve of the German reichstag
elections these dispatches announced
Complete Battleship Minnesota.
that the Socialists were certain of it
Washington Feb. 27. The firstclass
Since
London, Feb. 27. If the movement great increase in their vote.
battleship Minnesota has been comthat time the cables have been kept
house
the
the
abolition
for
the
of
of
pleted (by the Newport News Shipbuild
hot with particulars regarding the
ing company and was today delivered lords, begun in earnest with the op- kaiser's "famous victory" The Social
to the government at thie Norfolk ening of parliament two weeks ago, 1st representation in the present reich
navy yard. The vessel is of 16,000 has frightened the members of that stag, it is announced with a- - great
tons and Is now ready for service ex- august 'body and caused them to re- flourish of trumpets, 4t only forty-seve- n
cept for a matter of ordinary equip- solve to lead better and more usef al
as against seventy-nin- e
In the prement.
lives, the English public knows noth- vious reichstag. In spite of this,
ing of it. If appearances count' for however, it is to be noted that' the
McGary-RusseFight.
anything, 'the lords are determined to Socialist popular vote was 3,260,000
New York, Feb. 27. Unk Russell adhere to their obstructionist tactics an Increase of a quarter million. The
and Amby McGary, two fighters well to the bitter end, if need be. Many kaiser's victory over the reds was a
known here in the effete East, have of them have openly expressed their glorious one, if what Americans term
again 'been matched and at Philadel- contempt for the "blatant dema- "graft" is ever glorious.
phia tonight will do a six round stunt gogues" of the house of commons and PETITION ON COUNTY
before Jack McGuigan's National Ath declared that they would neither ask
SCHOOL SUPERINTENDENTS
letic club. Harry Lewis, the Quaker-tow- n nor accept any compromises in the
To
the
Members of the 37th Legislafight.
coming
to
be
Apparently
is
it
Hebrew lightweight, has defeatwar to the knife and the knife to the
tive Assembly of New Mexico:
ed both men.
Of the various measures proposed
The only other bout of Importance hilt, with a combination between the
on .the fight card for tonight is that crown and the people to defeat the to the present legislative assembly
nobles. In case of a popular uprising
between Jack Morgan and Dick
for the betterment of the New Mexico
of Chicago, who will go ten against the lords, there la little doubt rural school system none is of more
rounds at Indianapolis. Morgan re- that King Edward will take his stand vital importance than the one which
cently secured a decision over Eddie with the people. Edward is decided- seeks to secure a more comeetent
Stern, fighting at 142 pounds, and has ly enamored of the king job and is not
That a higher qualiannounced that if he w.ins tonights' likely to put the future of himself and. fication should be required of this ofjeopardy
royal
family
in
the
for
the
bout he will make a stagger at the
sake of the gang of headstrong aris- fice and a more consecrated service
welter weight of the world.
tocrats who don't know on which to the schools is conceded 'by all who
have written or spoken competently
FOR CHAVES COUNTY, NEW side their bread is twittered.
The house of lords as at present upon the subject. The method of seMEXICO.
composed consists of three princes of curing these objects seems to be the
Plaintiff,
B. F. Ohisum,
upon which there is a difNo. 778 the royal family, two archbishops and only point
vi.
twenty-fou- r
bishops or lords spiritual ference of opinion. Shall this officer
Harry Presley and Maud
twenty-tw- o
mar- be elected by popular vote, or be elec
dukes twenty-thre- e
Presley, his wife, et aL
.thirty
five viscounts, sixteen ted by a representative board. Both
Nature of Action: Suit to Foreclose quises,
Scottish and twenty eight Irish peers, methods obtain In the United States.
Real Estate Mortgage.
Surely that method should be adoptNotice of Foreclosure'Sale Under De- 125 earls and 316 barons, a total of
593 members.
Not since parliament ed, and will ibe adopted ultimately,
cree of Court.
has the greatest number of adWhereas, said Court on the 26th convened however, has there ibeen an that
vantages
In its favor.
day of November, 1906, did make an ything even faintly resembling such
During the early history of this con
order and decree declaring that cer
ntry it was almost the universal practain mortgage deed made, executed
tice to elect the superintendent of
and delivered on the 11th day of Seppublic instruction by popular
vote.
tember, 1900, by the defendants Harry
now,
superintendents
But
are
city
all
Presley and Maud Presley, his wife,
SOUTHWESTERN
elected by boards of education and" al
to Antonio Ramoni, and afterwards
most one-hal- f
of the states elect the
duly assigned to plaintiff, to be a legal
&
LOAN
SAVINGS,
county or district superintendent by
valid and subsisting first and prior
a similar process. This reform uas
lien upon the real estate hereinafter
ASSOBUILDING
given so much satisfacton that none
described, and ordering that said real
of those who have adopted it have
estate be sold to satisfy the sum of
CIATION OF LAS
returned to the old method. This of
dollars
ten hundred and seventy-on- e
itself should be sufficient to convince
and seventeen cents ($1,071.17), there
VEGAS.N. MEXITO
one of the wisdom of electing all of
in decreed to be due plaintiff from
the school superintendents by the
said defendants, Harry' Presley- - and
board plan.
Maud Presley, his wife, with interest
The choice of this officer should be
October,
of
day
24th
from
the
thereon
in harmony wlith the public "'will.
ASSETS
1906, at the rate of 12 per cent per anSeldom is this true of the old plan
num, and the costs of said suit and
219.797.87
but almost always true of the new.
of this sale.
In a popular election a candidate may
Now Therefore, I, the undersigned
Strongest and Best.
receive a majority of the votes cast
Sheriff of Chaves County, New Mexico
116,-00- 0
and still not be the choice of the
Has
Loaned
$
under and by virtue of said order and
people to the position to which
in Roswell.
decree of Court, will on Saturday, the
he aspires. Party machinery which
9th day of March, 1907, at 10 'clock
Is controlled Iby a few, not only limits
in the forenoon, at the front door of
R.
the people's choice as to the number
the Court House in RoswelL New Mex
of candidates but often prevents the
ico, offer for sale and sell to the highLocal Manager.
free exercise of it. Not only so, but
est bidder for cash, for the purpose of
it Is a common observation that other
satisfying said indebtedness due plain
Influences beside fitness and honesty
tiff from said defendants Harry Pressecure votes when these should be
ley and Maud Presley, amounting with
the only considerations. ; For this veinterest to the day of sale to the sum
averassemblage
an
ry
nobles.
reason many advocate the election
The
of
dolof eleven hundred and nineteen
other
cents ($1,119.37) age attendance since the session be- of the superintendent at some
lars and thirty-seve-n
"'
But such
and the costs of said suit and of this gan has been less than forty. The than the general election.
sale, all the right, title, interest, claim presence of thirty, members is suffic- a plan, if there be no other objections
and demand which the said defendants ient to decide the most important mat would be very cumbersome and expen
Harry Presley and Maud Presley, his ters, and three lords can form a house sive. The new plan, on the other
wife, had on the said 11th day of and transact business of minor impor- hand, secures, as a rule; the most
competent person for the position.
September, 1900, or have since had, tance.
As a legislative (body the lords of This is the true people's choice, for it
acquired or owned, of, in and to the
following described real estate situate England are not given to the strenu- is for the public good. If this were
lying and being in the city of Roswell, ous life advocated by a certain fam- not so, the public will would be out
The lords "sit" at 4 of line with the public good, which
County of Chaves and Territory of ous American.
New Mexico,
Lots numbered o'clock in the afternoon and they us- doctrine would be a stigma upon the
13 and 14 in block No. 1, in North ually "rise" at 4:30, the average ses- intelligence of a free people. Spring River Addition to Roswell, as sion lasting only about thirty minutes The school superintendent is not a
the same are shown upon the plat of Upon several days in the last two clerical but an executive officer. His
said North Spring River Addition now weeks the sessions have lasted but very title signifies this. Supervision
implies a thorough knowledge . both
on file In the office of Probate Clerk ten or fifteen minutes.
and
The lords look down with supreme by theory and actual practice of the
Recorder of said Chav
es County.
contempt upon the impassioned debat organization over which he exercises
Ira P. Wet more and Karl A. Snyder ers of the house of commons, who control. This is the principle that
of Roswell, New Mexico, are Plaintiff's swing their arms and talk as if they underlies all competent supervision
attorneys.
were really In earnest. Any exhi- of whatever kind and school supervi- m
C. L. BALLARD.
bition of enthusiasm and earnestness sion is not an exception. The salary
Sheriff of Chaves County New Mexico is frowned upon 4y the lords, who of county superintendents in most
o
look upon it as a breach of etiquette counties is large enough but compe,
$500,000 to loan on Irrigated farm
meriting expulsion if that were possi- tent persons are loath to be thrown
Long time loans. Interest payable an- ble witho-j-t
effort. The "debates" into competition with, the incompetent
nually witn privilege to pay of. loan are carried on in low, sing-sontonwe ones, or to make Iielfort or "incur
before due. J. B. Herbst. Ftricial
wholly without inflection or intelli- the expense of an election. Men of
:;
Agent. S03 N. Main. opp. PTC
gent expression a, monotonous dwarl other occupations than teaching are
sounding at a slight distance like the generally elected to the office, pracValFor loans on improved Pecos
buzzing of bees on a window pane. tice their own professions and count
ley real estate at lowest rartes, apply
It ft not uncommon to see supposedly the salary so much velvet. The board
care
76.
Box
to
riving full particulars,
dignified
uobles sound asleep on the method obviates all these difficulties.
OttSO
Record. Roswell. N. M.
I lounges, called benches, ' supplied' by The; salary counts for its" full value.
an tndulgent government toe $ their The number considered for the posi
t,See me or phone me at once for convenience.""Mi
viv """' V; "s tion is not necessarily'' limited to ap
continually
(rees. Will be in Roswell
competent
years
'"During
plicants
are
who
of
hundred
.those
the four
a ntil the first Wyati Johnson. 026
its existence,' said . a certain famous and . do. not apply may , be solicited.
. Rakes. Spadea
aad Hoes at Makln's. cabinet member mat . loos ago, .."the Thus. It is possible, to secure the
ford.

chusetts, March

Fort Worth and Dallas teams of the
Texas league. Mack will take a larger bunoh on the trip than ever be-

BASE BALL

'

ABOLISH

Longfellow, whose! (birtbxjay centennial is being observed throughout the
New England States today, was bora
in Portland, Maine, February 27, 1807
In 1825 he graduated from Bowdoin STRONG MOVEMENT WITH THAT
' END IN VIEW HAS BEGUN.
college. In 1826 he accepted the pro'
fessorship of modern languages at
Bowdoin, being allowed three years
to prepare for the post by study and
travel abroad. In 1836 he was elected to. the chair of modern languages
and literature at Harvard university. THE LORDS NOT ALARMED
In 1839 he published "Hyperion, a

Land, 40

ht

'house of lords has never contributed most available competent man for the
'
one iota to the popular freedom", or position.- done, anything to-- advance fine comWay measure a man by his politimon weal; on the contrary, it has pro cal preferment when his value to the
tected every abuse and sheltered eve- community depends upon something
ry, privilege, denying justice and delay entirely; foreign to k?- The ups and
ing reform."
downs of political parties should not
If this is true the hereditary nobles affect the school system. This la an
it is doirtxly true of the archbishops institution too sacred and too dear
and r bishops, . the lords spiritual of to the people to ibe sacrificed in the

..

Phone No. 35

Get Our Estimates on Bills

Kemp Lumber Co
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in

Lumber
The very beet grades. We will satisfy you
Come and inspect our stock.

at

all times.

'Dr. and Mrs. J. K. Bishop are the Charles ' Vestal, manager of the WANTED : One "mile f of ' . second PECOS VALLEY-PEOPLIN-proud parents of a bouncing baby (boy AemeCement Company's . plant at
hand barb wire and posts. Address
&A.NTA FE
.
U 07tl2
From the New Mexican.
Box 585, Roswell.
who arrived at their home yesterday. Acme, N. M.. came down last night
"
Set,
Mrs. William ,'H. Pope of Roswell
to remain a few days, accompanied
yon
try
of
want
to
Moines,
la.,
We
a package
C. S. Cooter, of Des
wife of Associate Justice Pope, was
by F. M. WMteman, auditor of the
It the guest of honor at a reception
came in list night to spend several Acme Company, and Leslie Nelson, Dr. Snoop's- - HEALTH COFFEE.
will certainly please you. Made in a Thursday afternoon from three to five
dayB with friends and to transact bus- of Acme.
Sea our 6 and 10c counter. Makin iness.
minute. Joyce Pruit Co.
07t3
o'clock given by Mrs. John H. Walk
Mr.
Mrs. G. B. Kelley left last
c
er at the latters' handsome home on
New program. Majestic tonight, 10c
Mrs. E. T. Amonette and children night and
Come out and hear the "Philhar Grant Avenue.
future home in TucThe residence was
returned yesterday from Carlsbad, son, A.forT.their
They intended to leave monic" Orchestra tomorrow (Thurs decorated very prettily with a profu
for a some
has it where they have been
Boellner, the
Jeweler.
time ago, Mr. Kelley expecting day) night. Help them with your mite sion of carnations and greenery. Red
7tx
week.
cheaper.
to go in a buggy, but he 'became III (might) and influence to establish and white were the prevailing colors
R. H. Mook returned yesterday from and his doctor would not permit him the best musical organization In the in the drawing-room- s
while the color
Don't misa the play Friday night.
Territory, if not in the Southwest. scheme In the dining room was yellow
"The Gypsy Gbi."
a business trip to Dexter, where he to make the trip.
Tickets on sale at Danders drug store. and white. --: Mrs. Walker, Mrs. Pope
and bis company are doing contractC. H. Edwards, proprietor of the Admission 15 cts. Reserved seats 25 and Mrs. Falson,
Legal Blanks of all Kinds for sale ing drilling.
of Washington, D. C
New York Dry Goods Store, returned cents.
at the Record Office.
it were in the receiving line.
W. B. Wilson returned this morn- yesterday from a month's visit to New
MoFie, Griffin, and C. L. Bishop
WORTH OF DETAILS.
Otto Baumer was up from Dexter ing to his home in Carlsbad after York and the eastern markets, where
presided in the dining room and were
AMERICAN AND ELW00D
proper
is
It
the
of
details
attention
yesterday on business.
spending two days here with his son he 'bought a large supply of goods for
assisted in serving by Mrs. Haynes
the spring and summer trade. He which produces the healthy tone. A and the Misses Staab, Spitz, Shewell,
W. A. Wilson.
John O'Harrow left last night on a
also visited his relatives in Southern single detail overlooked by the pa- Easley and Dougherty.. The refreshtient, but discovered by the physician ments embraced
two days trip to Artesia.
W. R. Burk, George Allbrlght and Texas.
a variety of delicameans recovery. Business Is similar cies
J. Jackson, of Hagermau, came up yes
and were in keeping with the oth
See Gyp Junior at the Baptist terday morning to spend the day look
The Salvation Army will celebrate to health. Some lines of business are er elaborate
appointments.
church Friday flight, March 1.
A bio; display of the latest and best in wire
the fourth anniversary of opening sickly, because of the oversight of a
ing after business.
the Army work in Roswell on Friday, single detail. The difference between
prices otdinary. You can save
goods,
Reverend
McQueen
E.
Gray,
the
Charles DeFreeat returned yesterGus Anderson returned yesterday Saturday and Sunday next. The ser- the successful and unsuccessful conmoney
if
you buy here. Our fencing: does
newly appointed rector of St. John's
day from a business trip south.
from Carlsbad, where he has been vices will be conducted by Major Mor cerns Is only in the details. Of two Episcopal
sag,
not
rust,
Albuquerque,
Church
or injure the stock. Satisfacat
for six months working in a cement ton. of Los Angeles, the divisional of- concerns in the same line,
having and who was a house guest recently
tion
See our line.
Guaranteed.
Mf. A. J. Thompson, of Hereford, block and brick factory.
ficer. The public 4s cordially Invited equal capital and territory, one may
of Governor Hagerman, is a visitor
arrived yesterday on a business visit.
to attend these special gatherings.
make money and the other lose. At at East Las Vegas.
He will deliver
J. W. Gamel, salesman at the Mor
the head of the successful enterprise a sermon there tomorrow
Roy Mook and Fred Henry went to
in Saint
rison Bros., store, went to Artesia
E. L. Read, of Rock Island, Illinois is possibly a man who knows how to
Dexter last night on e business trip. last
night to remain two days look has arrived for an extended visit with advertise, the' single detail which bal Paul's Episcopal Church. Concerning
him the Las Vegas Optic
friends in this part of the territory. anced the scales in favor of success. says: "The Reverend of yesterday
Willows, cottonwoods, poplars, elms Ing after land interests.
E. McQueen
He will be here about a week with
In advertising the details are im- Gray,
and catalpas. Wyatt Johnson, 'phone
the
rector
learned
of
the Episco
Thompson
to
returned
Mrs.
Ethel
his sister, Mrs. M. D. Burns, and will portant. The omission of a single
02t6
502.
pal
Church
Carlsbad,
of
in
arrived
her home in Portales yesterday af- then go to the mountains with his fa- Item may mean failure. Details are the city yesterday and remained last
wtth Iser ther. Rev. G. W. Read, who Is camping not always the same; they vary from
spending
here
week
a
ter
night as
guest of 'the Reverend
J. D. Cooler came down from his aunt, Mrs. Lillie Adams.
there and Is expected in from camp year to year. An advertiser may Mr. MoorKtheand
ranch at Glen yesterday on a business
of Chief Justice Wil
in a few days.
all
think
that
he
has
the
mastered
visit.
liam J. Mills. La3 Vegas will be
Mrs. Fannie White returned yester
details and can sail- his advertising pleased to hear
o
that Mr. Gray will
day morning from a visit with her
L. C. Moore and wife arrived from ship alone. It is likely that he will
Nola Oliver left last night on a daughter, "Miss Nell White, who is
preach at St. Paul's Churoh Sunday,
Collins,
of
Colorado
Fort
find
a
a
a
visit
for
sunken reef in the form of
trip to Carlsbad for the Joyce-Pru- it
March
Furthermore a number
teaching sctiool at Hagerman.
several days wita friends In the val- new detail which he had overlooked, of Las 10th.
stores.
Vegans have asked hiim to
ley. They went from there yesterday and which will wreck the publicity
deliver an address on the Saturday
Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bayless return t Iake Arthur, going with Alexander campaign.
J. L. Cooper, of Elkins, arrived last
evening preceding on. good citizenship
Main
yesterday
home
in
Elida
200
their
175.
Ault and family in their automobile.
who
There are many advertisers
night and will be here two days on ed to spending
days with Dr. Mr. Ault, wife, son and daughter came desire to keep the details of their bus- and a meeting will probably 'be arrang
several
after
business.
largest
The
most
sevand
stock of LUMBER,
Bayless and family in Roswell.
up Sunday in their touring car for a iness, including the details of adver- ed. Mr. Gray has been spending
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